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INTRO

SO, WHY SHOULD YOU CARE
ABOUT THIS?
Retailers need referral marketing now more than ever if they want to compete in eCommerce. Why? Because one

company is completely dominating the space.
In 2015, Amazon had $79.3 billion in total eCommerce sales1. The next closest competitor, Walmart, had just
$13.5 billion. Ignoring money, Amazon also accounts for an incredible 74% of total online sales.
Amazon is crushing it and they aren’t going anywhere. But referral marketing presents other retailers—from
big box stores to emerging startups—a chance to close the gap. It’s not just about acquiring more customers. As
a retailer, you need to carve out a niche and build an army of passionate advocates who are excited about your
brand and keep coming back for more.
That’s exactly what referral does. It pulls in customers who are more engaged2, spend more and stay loyal
longer. But getting those benefits isn’t as easy as slapping some rewards together and asking customers to refer
their friends. Here are 10 strategies with exclusive best practices that retailers can use to win with referral.
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01

DESIGN FOR MOBILE
Mobile is the big opportunity for retailers right now, just as eCommerce
was two decades ago. Mobile commerce sales made up 30% of all
eCommerce sales in 20153, up from around 25% the previous year.
Providing customers with a top-notch mobile experience could make or
break your retail business.
Mobile will also make or break your referral marketing program.
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01 | DESIGN FOR MOBILE

According to the Extole platform,

%
18

BUT OVER

of referrals are
sent from a
mobile device

%
39
of referrals are
received by
customers on
mobile devices.4

In today’s world, people aren’t sharing while seated at their desk in front of a
computer. They’re on the move, connecting and sharing with friends on devices.
If you don’t embrace this reality, you’ll miss out on referrals that are happening
out there every day between people.
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01 | DESIGN FOR MOBILE
CU S TOM E R S U CCESS STORIES: C HEC KMAT E

What is native sharing?
Basically the same mechanism you would use to share a
link with a friend through SMS or email a photo to
a friend.
On the share screen, an advocate can tap the “share”
button, and it pulls up the advocate’s existing mobile
sharing configuration. There’s minimal interruption to the
user flow, and it’s something that they can intuitively pick
up without getting lost.

Let’s take a look at Silvercar’s dual-sided incentive
structure. Silvercar capitalizes on the reality that people
are intuitively familiar with native sharing. Their favorite
apps are customized to the native sharing functionality.
They know how to share an image or a link through the
mobile operating system—exactly where and what to tap.
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I’m heading to the restaurant
at 6:30. See you there!

02

REFER RIGHT
AFTER PURCHASE

The time between when a customer clicks “buy” and when their product
arrives is an experience gap5 that more and more retailers are looking
to fill. That’s why retailers like Sephora are trying branded package
tracking experiences and more to keep customers engaged, and seeing big
retention boosts as a result.
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02 | REFER RIGHT AFTER PURCHASE
CU S TOM E R S U CCESS STORIES: BAC KC OUNT RY

Understanding the post purchase stage
The post-purchase stage is an opportunity for more than
retention. Customers are feeling excited about their purchase,
which makes it the perfect time to ask them to refer.

In fact, customers are

16x

more likely to share a referral
if there is a call to action on
the post-purchase pages.
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Let’s take a look at Backcountry’s post-purchase page.
Most of Zulily’s customers are parents, so the picture of a
happy child opening a gift amplifies their excitement about the
purchase. While they are excited, large referral icons offer a
clear path to sending invites to friends.

03

CONNECT BRICKS TO
M O R TA R
With the rise of eCommerce, all you seem to hear is how online sales are
stealing all the business from physical stores. You’d think brick and mortar
was obsolete.
Not the case. Read on to learn why eCommerce and in-store shopping are
complimentary experiences.
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0 3 | C O N N E C T B R I C K S TO M O RTA R

E-Commerce and in-store shopping: a perfect match
Online shopping lets you find a specific item, buy it, and have it
delivered in a few clicks. In-store shopping is a more spontaneous,
sensory experience conducive to browsing.
This is the primary reason why two out of three customers who
make a purchase online go to the physical store either before or
after the transaction.

You can boost that positive feedback loop by
promoting your referral program during point of
sale interactions at your physical locations. Your
in-store staff can act as ambassadors and give
referral codes to shoppers by printing them on
receipts, dropping flyers with a code into bags, or
by talking about the program at the register.
That gives those customers a reason to check
out your site and shop with you online, as well as
in your store. You can even give different codes to
associates at each store to track performance.
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04

REFER INDIVIDUAL
PRODUCTS
AND CONTENT

When you enable customers to refer the items they like the most, you’re
tailoring the program to the way they would normally discuss your
products. It makes referrals feel much more natural.
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04 | REFER INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS AND CONTENT

Taking referrals to the next level
Online bag retailer Kipling does something totally genius with its refer-a-friend
program. Rather than just having a single CTA that refers the brand, Kipling
invites shoppers to refer specific bags to their friends with a button on every
single product page.

REFER ME!

CUS TO M E R S U C C ESS STO R I E S: K I P L I N G

This tactic is smart because it mirrors the
way friends talk to each other about brands.
Think about it. If you were telling a friend
how much you love Kipling, you wouldn’t
just say that every single one of their bags is
amazing. You’d tell them about your favorites,
or the ones you think fit their style, and
maybe even whip your phone out to show
them pictures.
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05

DON’T FORGET
ABOUT EMAIL!
Get the word out to your customer base about your referral program!
The more you can market your program and communicate with advocates
and friends, the more revenue you will drive.
To ensure you are maximizing every moment,
send the following types of emails with corresponding calls-to-action:
Triggered
Advanced Triggered
Scheduled (nurture & status drip)
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05 | DON’T FORGET ABOUT EMAIL!

Triggered Emails

are event-based emails sent when an advocate interacts with the share experience. Here are the different triggers and their
corresponding messages an advocate and friend will receive in a typical referral program.

Sharing

Purchase

Requested

How it’s triggered?

Advocate shares

A friend you referred made a purchase

Advocate clicks to view status of referrals

What’s the message to
the advocate?

(First Share Email)
Welcome, thanks for sharing!

(Stats Email)
Here are your referral stats – you’ve
earned 5 rewards!

What’s the message to
the friend?

(Referral Email)
Hi Lindsey, check out this
awesome product!

(Reward Email)
Your friend purchased, you receive a
reward!

Example Email

PRO TIP:
It’s important to keep those referrals flowing! All of your emails should feature secondary CTAs asking to refer more friends.
For your advocates:

For their friends:

Ready to share with more awesome people? Do it now and get a 15% off coupon code.

Tag you’re in, Jimmy gave you a coupon code, now it’s your time to share.

Tell another friend and get double the rewards!

Love getting all this awesome info from Jimmy? Share it with your friends now!

Nice work, let’s try that again. Get your friends and family sweet discounts today.
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05 | DON’T FORGET ABOUT EMAIL!

Advanced Triggered Emails

are continuous messaging around any activities within your program. All too often, an advocate is only sent one
message, but you want to keep the discussion going and give the feeling they’re a part of something bigger.

How it’s triggered?

Sharing

Purchase
Advocate shares

How it’s triggered?
Any and every time an advocate shares.

How it’s triggered?
What’s the message to the advocate?
Customer purchases, order confirmation email
(Welcome Email)
is sent.

What’s the message to the advocate?
(On-Share Email)
Thanks for sharing! Refer more friends.

Welcome, thanks for sharing!

What’s the message to the customers?
(Order Confirmation Email)
What’s the message to the
Thanks for purchases! Refer friends and get
a reward. (Referral Email)

friend?

Hi Lindsey, check out this
awesome product!

This is a great opportunity for teams with limited resources to use Extole as a
promotion engine and get the word out to your customer-base about your
refer-a-friend program.

PRO TIP:
Add an email to your post-purchase email sequence asking advocates to refer their friends.
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Scheduled Emails

come in two forms, a nurture and stats drip email. Participants will receive these emails based on predefined parameters being
met such as time, interactions, and purchases or lack thereof.

Nurture

Stats Drip

A friend nurture email reminds friends
to either sign up for your product or asks
them to make a purchase. This helps build
a connection with friends and moves them
further through the funnel.

A status drip is sent on a consistent basis,
giving advocates insights into their referral
dashboard. This is a great opportunity
for advocates to remind their friends
about the referral program who haven’t
converted.

Scheduling

Scheduling

How it’s scheduled?
When friend has not used referral reward

How it’s scheduled?
Determine how often you want to send
advocates their referral stats

What’s the message to the advocate?
(Friend Nurture Email)
Reminder: you have a reward waiting for you!

What’s the message to the advocate?
(Stats Drip Email)
Updated: here are your latest referral stats!

PRO TIP:
It’s probably safe to say, that you don’t want to nurture a friend more then once or twice without them interacting with the program.
But keep nudging those advocates for more referrals and you’re see the rewards ten-fold.
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Friend Email Capture

is a great way to use customer advocacy to achieve your email list growth goals. To do so, ask referred friends to provide an
email address in order to receive a coupon or discount code.

Why is this so powerful? A lot of marketers have email
capture or new email list goals and objectives. Coupling
your advocacy program with those goals can help you
achieve them.
Friend email capture also enables you to issue rewards
and coupon codes instantly, so you can reward on different
success points before final conversion.
17
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06

TA P I N T O YO U R
L O YA LT Y M E M B E R S

As a retailer, you know just how effective a loyalty program can be.
Research from Accenture shows that loyalty members typically
spend 12-18%6 more than regular customers. Let’s dive in and see how
you can tap into the effecctiveness of a loyalty program.
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Using a loyalty program can have serious perks
Connecting your loyalty program with a referral strategy is
smart marketing. The more you reward your customers, the
more they want to buy from you. It gives them an incentive to
stick around. Plus, by analyzing your members’ characteristics,
you get a concrete idea of what a highly-engaged customer
looks like for your brand, which tells you who to target in
the future.
Best of all, a strong loyalty program puts you in prime position to
build a top-notch referral program7. Just make referral rewards
part of the loyalty program’s existing point system, and make
sure members know about the referral program. They’re your
most engaged customers, so they’re very likely to refer if you
give them the chance.
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07

GET INTERACTIVE WITH
CONSUMERS
For brand-conscious retailers requiring a sleek look and animated feel,
consider making your referral program interactive.
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0 7 | G E T I N T E R A C T I V E W I T H C U S TO M E R S

Guide your users with an interactive experience
Here’s how it typically works: custom messaging, combined with a moving widget, guides advocates with interactive next steps
through the referral process. The share link we mentioned earlier can also enter into play here.

CHECK OUT THIS INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE, PLAY BY PLAY:

1

2

3

4

5

6

For a great experience across devices, any interactive elements should have attention-grabbing images or even videos.
Strong graphical elements and motion are perfect for brand conscious retailers. It’s also the perfect method for content sharing.
21
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08

FAC E S
EVERYWHERE!

For brand-conscious retailers requiring a sleek look and animated
feel, consider making your referral program interactive.
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0 8 | FA C E S E V E R Y W H E R E !

Interactivity through an upclose and personal approach
Whether it’s in an email or a pop up, personal experiences are key to
building trust and succeeding with referral programs. Our internal
research has shown that adding a picture of the advocate’s face to a
referral increases the rate of conversion by more than 3%8.
Psychologically, the sight of a human face triggers signals in our brains.
So for referrals, seeing the advocate’s face is a powerful, visual reminder
that a friend has reached out to you with a product suggestion.

Over 50% of Extole customer
profiles have profile pictures
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09

A N A LY Z E C A M P A I G N A N D
PROMOTION TRENDS
If you’re a marketer that lives and breathes numbers, you know that more
is better. That’s why Extole offers the ability to view your campaign and
specific promotion analytics over time to make adjustments.
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0 9 | A N A LY Z E C A M P A I G N A N D P R O M O T I O N T R E N D S

Campaign and design trends: a closer look
View an example of how campaign and promotion trends can develop over time.
These stats show the changes that have occured since launch.

Why use graphs?

REVENUE OVER TIME

Viewing graphs such as these is really great if
you want to really drill down and see trends in
performance of a certain promotion, or all of
your promotions.

Revenue

ADVOCATES OVER TIME

Advocates
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With this information at your fingertips, you
can understand any impacts of changing,
altering or moving that promotion.

10

TURN EVERY
CUSTOMER INTO
A
N
A
D
V
O
C
A
T
E
At heart, referral marketing is about one thing: getting people to love your
brand and keep coming back. As new technologies become available, so
do new methods that the savvy marketer can use to stay ahead of trends.
Here are some fresh insights to build your advocate army.
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1 0 | B U I L D YO U R A DVO C AT E A R M Y

As thousands of customers reccomend your brand,
you’ll uncover three main types of advocates:
Everyday advocates, super advocates, and influencers.

What’s an everyday advocate?
An everyday advocate is someone who may share your products
or services 1 to 2 times. These “everyday advocates” can make up
more then just your customer base, especially if you’re promoting
your program anywhere on your site and not just behind a login.

What’s a super advocate?
super advocates

everyday advocates

To keep your advocate army marching, you need to create “super
advocates” or people who share on a much more frequent basis. A
super advocate is someone who refers 3 or more times, no matter
who they are. To woo them, use surprise and delight campaigns
with special referral offers or incentives.

What’s an influencer?
inﬂuencers

An influencer is someone who has a huge social following that
refers your brand. Your influencers may be a smaller group,
but they have a larger reach. Define an outreach strategy to
encourage influencers to become brand ambassadors, this helps
them understand that they are a value to your brand.
This type of advocate shows the true power of a holistic approach
to advocacy. When you don’t just focus on your existing customers
but rather the reach of your potential ones, you can leverage
influencers who could promote your brand to their own audience
or followers and truly be a brand ambassador.
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1 0 | B U I L D YO U R A DVO C AT E A R M Y

Leverage advocate data for a clear picture
When looking for influencers and super advocates, things like social presence and reach are important currency.
It helps to have a solution that allows you to see and track social identities, so you can keep up with who your advocates
are and discover trends you weren’t aware of.
Things get especially compelling when you start to see people with tens or hundreds of thousands of followers.
These influencers offer the ability to power your marketing initiatives far beyond the referral process.

How do you find an influencer?
It can be really simple when you think
about it. Start off by conjuring up someone
who’s pretty famous, especially via social
(maybe Kyle Jenner perhaps!), this may not
be someone who directly aligns with your
business but someone who may use your
product and has huge potential reach with
her existing followers.
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1 0 | B U I L D YO U R A DVO C AT E A R M Y

Data-driven promotions
If every customer is a potential advocate, all of your promotions and marketing
channels should contain call-to-actions around referrals. This can span any of the
marketing channels you are currently using.

TBD:

Now ask yourself, how can I create buzz
that generates referrals around these
marketing channels? For example, if you
have a mobile app, create a constant
footer call-to-actions that tells an
influencer to share this great app with
their friends via social or email. This
thought process widens the referral
opportunities creating a more holistic
approach to gaining new influencers.
That’s why the Extole platform tracks
referral activity and behavior, so you
can understand revenue and advocacy
per promotion. With precise data
tracking, you can leverage features
like benchmarks and trends to make
the most of your referral program,
promotions and marketing channels.
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1 0 | B U I L D YO U R A DVO C AT E A R M Y

Assume everyone is a participant with advocate codes
While still new to referral marketing, personalized advocate codes may be something you’ve seen in the past. Maybe you’ve bought
a pair of shoes from your favorite online retail store, and they send you an email that says, “Share the shoes! If you love great pumps, tell
a friend using coupon code LindsayLovesHeels to give you and them a 15% discount on the next purchase.”

Keep in mind, your personalized code should be:
• Automatic, you can use something as short as a
five-digit alphanumeric code or even a date
(i.e.: Coupon code: 121016)
• Or hyper-personalized by adding in a name or one
of the products they bought in the past
(i.e.: Coupon code: Lindsay101 or Heels4You)

Whatever the name of the code you choose, it should work across the web, mobile, and even offline without requiring a user to
login. It’s also interchangeable with share links, so a chance to share is never missed!
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1 0 | B U I L D YO U R A DVO C AT E A R M Y

Track success of personalized advocate codes
Creating an exceptional advocacy program depends on the strong
tracking and profiling of advocates. This allows you to support a
highly-personalized program where existing account holders and
new customers can generate a unique Advocate Code.

Hey Chris. You were looking for a
new bed, right?

Hey Lindsay, yeah, do you know of
a good site I could go to?

Yes! Check out this site...
www.casper.com. It’s awesome.

That’s why the Extole platform has a unique architecture that
enables us to create identities for participants and map their
relationships.
Ultimately advocate codes are the direction that referrals are
headed, but that doesn’t mean you should wait to get them
implemented into your referral marketing strategy. Get ahead of
the game by using them immediately.

Oh I’ve heard they were a good
place to look, I’ll check it out!

I have a coupon code you can use
too! Casper1234

Wow, thanks!

PRO TIP:
Personalized advocate codes not only remind the friend who the referral came from, but also make the code easier to remember.
This saves time and creates a smoother referral process.
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CONCLUSION

REFERRAL IS RETAIL’S
BEST MOVE
People trust recommendations from friends and family
more than any marketing channel.
Referral marketing works so well because it encourages
word of mouth and turns it into a measurable source of new
customers.
In the wake of a tough decade, referral marketing is a huge
opportunity for retailers. By following these best practices,
you can drive new business to your store and create a deeper
connection with customers.
That’ll put you in a position not just to survive, but to thrive as
the eCommerce landscape continues to shift.
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MUST-READS FOR RETAIL MARKETERS
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WHO WE ARE
Brands use Extole to create connections that turn customers into advocates. Our
enterprise advocacy platform and team of experts create beautiful advocate, sharing, and
referral programs, so brands can harness the power of their advocates. By creating millions
of advocates, we help marketers scale word-of-mouth to acquire new customers and
increase loyalty using their greatest advantage: their customers.

C O N TA C T U S
Visit us at extole.com | hello@extole.com | (415) 625-0411

